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Abstract: A sharp surge in the usage of social media platforms like Facebook, Twitter, Snapchat etc., makes study on social phenomenon worthwhile. This analysis is an effort to understand the usage trends of people belonging to different age groups in Facebook. The main steps involving our analysis are (a) preprocessing the data into appropriate format and shape for easy analysis and (b) visualizing the patterns observed in the dataset. Visual approach is considered so that the representation of complex social data is simplified, also when something is visualized, we tend to identify the patterns just by looking at them. However, this visualization process takes a lot of time, but worth the time spent. Common visualization techniques include Bar graphs, Histograms, Distplots (Distribution Plots). The preprocessing stage which takes place before the visualization phase is a challenge in itself. Once we get the raw data from the source, we then look for the shape of dataset, null values, co-related features etc. For this analysis we used only the cleaning of null values in preprocessing. We normally have a preconception that a certain age group of people will use social media more than that of other age groups. We will explore all such intricacies in this paper. This paper also explores how various features and parameters affect the trends in dataset.

Index Terms: Data Preprocessing, Data Visualization, Distplots, Heatmaps.

I. INTRODUCTION

The sudden explosion of usage of social media platforms have opened a wide variety of opportunities in term of understanding the behavior of users, providing them with the best possible services according to their liking and also curbing any acts of violence. This enabled the study of social behavior of users. The purpose of this analysis is to find out weather these so called ‘paradoxes’ are true or not. We shall proceed by collecting required data for analysis.

II. METHODOLOGY

A. Data Collection

Data about Facebook is collected from Kaggle [1]. Kaggle is a place where many data scientists and various companies post their datasets. This dataset consists of 15 features and 99003 entries. There are 175 null values in gender and 2 in no. of days of usage features.

I. Features and their null values

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Features</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Null Values</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>userid</td>
<td>User ID</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>age</td>
<td>Age of User</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dob_day</td>
<td>Date of Birth (Day)</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dob_year</td>
<td>Date of Birth (Year)</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dob_month</td>
<td>Date of Birth (Month)</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gender</td>
<td>Gender of User</td>
<td>175</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>no_of_days_of_usage</td>
<td>Days of Usage</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>friend_count</td>
<td>Number of Friends</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>friend_request_sent</td>
<td>Friend requests sent by user</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>likes</td>
<td>Likes made by user on a post</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>likes_received</td>
<td>Likes received by user</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mobile_likes</td>
<td>Likes made by user on mobile</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mobile_received</td>
<td>Likes received by user</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pagesLiked</td>
<td>Pages liked by user</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pages_likes_received</td>
<td>User pages likes</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

B. Data Preprocessing

The preprocessing step is the step that takes most time in a data science project. A typical preprocessing method will involve cleaning of null values, changing categorical features to numeric or binary (0 or 1). Generally, removal of null values can be done in three ways:

1. Removing an entire row in which a null value is present
2. Filling the null value with a mean, median or mode of that column or any other related column.
3. Filling the null value using methods like back filing and forward filing.

The first method causes data loss. Suppose we have a dataset of 100 records and of which 50 of them contains null value, removing all the 50 records will lead to a huge data loss. However, this step is useful in cases where the data loss is minimal. The second method can be used in most cases. We
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use the third method in this dataset as it is relevant to the feature in which the null values are present. In the dataset we have 175 null values in gender column which is a categorical feature which has only two values – ‘M’ and ‘F’ corresponding to Male and Female respectively. These values however can be encoded to 0 and 1. Encoding these values to binary helps us in model generation.

The gender field null values are handled by filling that particular column with a “Back Filling” technique, which is available as an attribute for fillna() method [] in Pandas Library. Pandas is a widely used data wrangling and preprocessing package. The ‘no_of_days_of_usage’ field has two null values. These are handled by filling the column with mean of all the values in that particular column.

C. Visualization

After the dataset is cleaned of all the null values, a heatmap [2] is generated to understand correlated features in dataset. This is done by using a library called seaborn. There are five features that are highly correlated with each other. Heatmap is a visualization type generated used to check if there are any correlated features.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sno.</th>
<th>Correlated Features</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>friend_count and friend_request_sent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>likes and mobile_likes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>likes_received and mobile_likes_received</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>likes_received and pages_likes_received</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>mobile_likes_received and pages_likes_received</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Heatmaps can be generated only for features having numerical values. They can also be generated in various colors. Once the heatmap analysis is done, KDE plots [3] which are also known as Kernel Density Estimation Plots are made to understand the distribution of each feature. For this, the features used are:

1. age
2. gender
3. no_of_days_of_usage
4. friend_count
5. likes
6. pages_liked

Given below is a KDE plot for age distribution by gender.

Fig 1: Age Distribution by Gender

These plots enable us to understand how the trends are and these plots are the heart of study. Five of these plots are made with various features. We used only two of them in this paper for understanding. The distplots are inbuilt class in seaborn package. The distplots shows distribution of a feature with respect to another. However, we cannot say that the particular plot generated follows Gaussian Distribution or Normal Distribution.

Finally, boxplots are made to understand few distributions of complex features. The boxplots are not given here due to the fact that the image becomes complex to interpret. A typical boxplot has 5 important features.

1. Outliers
2. Inter Quartile Range (IQR)
3. First Quartile
4. Second Quartile
5. Third Quartile

Outliers are the feature whose values are abnormally large compared to its average value. In order to understand the quartiles, consider a box with a horizontal line at its center and the box represents 100. The first quartile is the median of values between 0-50. Second quartile is nothing but the median. Third quartile is the median of values between 50-100 or top 75% values. The boxplot generated for this analysis returned with a lot of outliers and peculiar findings.

Fig 2: Boxplot [7]

III. RELATED WORK

This paper is heavily inspired by visualization paper [4]. The base paper mainly talks about visualizations and fitting appropriate model that performs better. However, the scope of this paper is only to visualize the trends, this paper can also be extended to do the model generation too. It is important to visualize anything before we dive deep into it. This gives us an overall big picture as to how the data is distributed and how the features are correlated and stuff. The base paper uses an act of violence dataset which contains about 300 records. These records are cleaned for null values, and visualized. Once the visualization is completed and the dataset is clean, few models like Support Vector Machine are fitted onto the processed dataset and their accuracies are reported.

However, in the base paper, the main problem is the way in which null values are handled and the size of dataset. The null values are removed by removing the entire row which causes data loss. Since the dataset size is 300, there might be a huge bias towards one feature. In order to overcome this bias, feature selection is employed.
IV. RESULTS

The results are staggering as we have uncovered some pretty peculiar findings from the graphs. The results are as follows:

1. Friend Count and Usage fields have a lot of outliers which needs to be addressed.
2. As suspected the majority of users lie between 15 to 40 years of age with a few exceptions falling above 93. This might be due to the Facebook policy of not deleting accounts up to 90 days [6].
3. Usage is high between 0 to 2000 days, with majority of people using for 500 days.
4. Friend Count is slightly higher in case of female with value around 300.
5. Likes by female is skyrocketing around 0 to 3000 whereas males supposedly have less likes.

Fig 3: Likes Distribution
6. Similar trends can be seen in case of page likes as mentioned in point 5.
7. Surprisingly the usage with respect to age bins is having a linear relation, which is a bit suspicious as a person of age 93 will probably not use Facebook much logically. However, this can be a discrepancy in the dataset.
8. There are many correlated features.

V. FUTURE WORK

In future works, we can work on the result and enhance them even more. We can create a machine learning model, probably clustering model which will cluster according to age groups and give us better understanding and predict how many new users use the social media. We can also add more data regarding the topics the users are searching and probably use a technique called Topic Modelling to identify acts of violence.
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